
The Hoop Tech Products - Compact Clamp for Cap Backs 
is the easiest and fastest way to frame up a cap back. 
The extra large sewing field with locating points for cen-
tering, makes it easy to sew low across the cutout or high 
on the cap crown for those large design requests.  
The easy to use patent pending single lever cam locking 
lever quickly clamps the cap and backing in place and 
you’re ready to sew.   
The Compact Cap Back Clamp fits most existing Tajima 
style drivers.  

Compact  Cap Back Clamp 
for cap drivers 

• (2) Backing  holding clips to secure packing while  framing up the cap. 
• Mounts to machine using existing cap driver. 
• Single lever opens, closes and locks the clamp. 
• All  stainless steel metal construction for many years of service. 

Features Include: 
• All  stainless steel metal construction for many years of service. 
• Fully adjustable clamp  adjusts to different fabric thickness. 
• Clamping action does not leave “hoop burns” 
• Use your existing framing gage or the Hoop Tech Framing Gage 

with the patented T-bar stretcher. 

Unconstructed with Velcro strap Flex Fit 

The Compact Clamp for Cap Backs makes short 
work of the challenging Flex Fit caps. The elastic 
fabric and sweat band are easily clamped and 
adjusted for a smith, tight hold. Making embroi-
dery on the back of caps quick and easy. 

Even “Flex Fit” made easy 

 TAJIMA - MELCO - TOYOTA -  BROTHER - PR-600 - BABYLOCK - PRODIGI - SWF - GENERATIONS - 
ZSK - HIGHLAND - INBRO - MEISTERGRAM - HIGHLAND - BARUDAN –RICOMA - REDLINE 

 The COMPACT CAP BACK CLAMP fits : 



 
Compact Cap Back Clamp (large & small) 
Driver Mounted Clamping System 

SMALL COMPACT CAP 
BACK CLAMP                     

(2.4" WINDOW HEIGHT) 

PR-600 - BABY LOCK  - TAJIMA - MELCO - TOYOTA -  BROTHER - 
PRODIGI - SWF - GENERATIONS - ZSK - HIGHLAND - INBRO -        

HIGHLAND -RICOMA - REDLINE                                                                        
(SMALL SIZE WINDOW NOT AVAILABLE FOR HAPPY - BARUDAN ) 

$289.95 

LARGE  COMPACT CAP 
BACK CLAMP                     

(2.9" WINDOW HEIGHT) 

TAJIMA  - TOYOTA -  BROTHER - HAPPY - BARUDAN - PRODIGI -   
SWF - GENERATIONS - ZSK - HIGHLAND - INBRO - MEISTERGRAM - 

HIGHLAND -RICOMA - REDLINE                                                         
(LARGE SIZE NOT AVAILABLE FOR PR1000 & BABY LOCK 10 NEEDLE)                                                               

$309.95 

EMS/Hoop Tech Products 
9185 Le Saint Dr. 

West Chester, Ohio 45014 
513-829-7768 fax 513-829-7769 

email - sales@hooptechproducts.com 
www.hooptechproducts.com 

Follow us on social media@hooptechproducts 

SMALLER WINDOW 
LARGER WINDOW 

NOTE : ALL WINDOW SIZES ARE  NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL MACHINE TYPES  


